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F I R S T  S T R A T E G I C  I N I T I A T I V E

Our Mission – To invest in collaborative efforts that influence and
measurably improve the health and wellness of the Greater Wilson
Community.
 
The after school middle school program is the first strategic initiative of
Healthcare Foundation of Wilson. As Healthcare Foundation of Wilson began
its grantmaking priorities, we sought opportunities for significant impact in
our community.
   
Responsive grantmaking was the initial gateway for Healthcare Foundation
of Wilson to support health and wellness initiatives in the Greater Wilson
community. To achieve broader goals, after several years of research and a
viability study, the Healthcare Foundation of Wilson Board selected the first
strategic grant for funding. This bold move by Healthcare Foundation of
Wilson approved approximately $20 Million toward an after school program
for middle school students. “By making this investment in our first strategic
initiative, we believe we can maximize the positive, direct impact our
funding has on health outcomes to help move the dial on serious concerns
for today’s youth, who are also the future of our community,” said Vance
Forbes, 2017-2018 board chair of Healthcare Foundation of Wilson.
  
The scope and goals of the proposed program align with Healthcare
Foundation of Wilson’s four funding areas, which include the prevention of
obesity, adolescent pregnancy, alcohol and substance abuse, and sexually
transmitted diseases. As part of the process of developing a strategic
initiative, over 1,700 middle school students and more than 500 parents
and community members provided feedback. These surveys were completed
during the planning and evaluation process of the viability study.
 
Healthcare Foundation of Wilson’s goal of making Wilson a healthier
community is certainly achievable, but we can’t do it alone. Our grant-
focused initiatives need innovative, engaging ideas and programs, as well
as enthusiastic individuals, to make our collective dream a reality.

The Healthcare Foundation of Wilson's first strategic initiative -
afterschool program for young teens.
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Healthcare Foundation of Wilson is excited about partnering to provide
important and unique experiences available to all middle school students,
which can help them choose positive paths that will benefit them over their
lifetime,” said Denise O’Hara, executive director of Healthcare Foundation
of Wilson. Collaboration has been and will continue to be key for the
successful development and sustainability of effective after-school
programming for middle school students. We are grateful for the many
partners who are instrumental as Healthcare Foundation of Wilson initiates
this first strategic grant.  
 
About Healthcare Foundation of Wilson:
Healthcare Foundation of Wilson was established in 2014 to support the
health care needs of the greater Wilson community. The foundation is
committed to improving the health and wellness of all people by investing
in strategic initiatives with measurable outcomes. To learn more, 
call 252-281-2105 or visit www.healthcarefoundationofwilson.org
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A B O U T  T H E  G U I D E  

 The strategic grant has been motioned, so what
comes next? This guide will help navigate the
planning, development, and implementation of
the afterschool program for young teens in
Wilson County. A Program Development and
Research Lead AmeriCorps VISTA, has compiled
this guide from evidence-based programs around
the country and world, as well as local input in
order to meet the high quality standards of
programming.

G U I D E  G O A L S

Through this VISTA position, the main goal is to
move this project forward from the ideas behind
the program toward the development stages -
making ideas come to life. To do so, this guide
will assist by presenting research, organizing
requirements, and developing a collaborative
system to create high-quality out-of-school time
programs for middle school youth in Wilson,
NC. The shared goal is to ensure that every
middle school youth has access to quality
afterschool programs, experiences, relationships
and opportunities that contribute to their healthy
development and success in school. This
document will help build the program model. 
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Students in middle school face
unique challenges as they
transition from elementary
school to high school.
         - The Afterschool Alliance

F I N D I N G  Y O U R  W H ( Y )

Research shows that the supply does not meet
the demand for high-quality programming
specific to middle school age. Our survey
indicated 57% of our middle school youth in
Wilson County are unsupervised after school. By
capitalizing on afterschool time, we can provide
more opportunity for youth to stay safe, continue
to grow skills, and explore new interests. 
 
It is important, as a part of the Wilson Family
YMCA, that this program has its own program
name. Giving the program an "identity" makes it
easy to reference. This will help with enrollment
and lead to less confusion in marketing. This
should include having its own website/webpage
that can be linked in wilsonymca.org. By giving
this program its own title, youth and families will
feel empowered that this program is beyond
daycare and will involve numerous age-specific
opportunities.
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T H E  S U R V E Y  S A Y S

0 7

Top activities program should include:

Top subjects for homework help/tutoring:

Rank of what would excite the student to attend:

Top sports:Top arts:
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S U R V E Y  S U M M A R Y

The results of the survey are separated by
answers from students, parents, and
grandparents/educators. The tables correspond
with the top answers for each question
represented.
 
Across the board, the results show it is most
important for the program to be interesting and
fun in order to create excitement to attend. 
 
Parents expect there to be opportunities to help
with tutoring and life skills.
 
Students expect there to be activities such as
cooking and baking, sports, arts, and other
games. 
 

But what did the survey actually say?

0 8
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Now what?

By examining the results, we become aware of
activities to explore in order to create an
interesting and fun program for our youth. The
more we understand the wants/needs of students
and parents, the more responsive solution we can
develop.
 
  



K E Y  C O M P O N E N T S

1. Clear goals with measurable outcomes, and a
program designed to meet those goals and
continuously improving from feedback
2. Staff who foster authentic relationships with
students, manage groups well, maintain high
expectations, and keep students motivated
3. Space, staff, and sustainable resources to offer
fun and engaging activities in a structured
environment
4. Student choice scheduling that allows time to
learn and practice skills – (including, but not
limited to, arts, sports, STEM, humanities, health
and wellness, etc. )
5. Overcome barriers of cost, transportation, and
sustainability 
6. Established and effective communication
channels with parents and school staff
7. Homework help and tutoring

Signs of a GREAT afterschool program:

0 9

This is a general list to loosely cover the "what
works" in high quality evidence-based
programming. It cannot be stressed enough how
important the student-staff* relationships will be
to the success of this program. The more
relatable, prepared, and passionate these
members are, the better this program will be.
Moreover, an effective school-community
partnership and integrated staffing pattern are
vital to successful implementation.
 
*"Staff' is being used to describe anyone
providing support to young teens 
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S P E C I F I C  N E E D S

Physical activity
Self-awareness
Empathy
Self-identity – let's build positive self esteem!
Creative expression
Positive social interactions with peers and
adults – again: staff, mentors, volunteers!
Structure and clear expectations
Meaningful participation - hands-on, relevant,
and fun
Choices 

C O M M O N  B A R R I E R S

Below is a list of needs specific to this age group.
This list, in no particular order, will be important
to keep in mind as the program develops in order
to appeal to the students – notice how this list
overlaps with the list on the previous page:

1 0
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Disinterest / boredom 
"Relax" factor - meaning time of unwinding
from school or life, relaxing at home or
choosing other activities that might feel like
less "work"
Family responsibilities
Transportation
Financial constraints
Association with "little kid" programs

 
"Successful afterschool programs for middle
school youth actively engage and empower youth
– allowing them to choose which activities to
participate in and how to take advantage of
available resources." – Afterschool Alliance 1



M O D E L  F R A M E W O R K  

This portion of the guide is to focus on how this
network will run programs. Scheduling and the
details of what this program may look like will be
discussed.

1 1
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There are 3 main types of afterschool programs:
1. Multipurpose - meets on regular basis,
supervised by adults, offer more than one type of
activity, and structured around group-based
activities
2. Specialty - ex. sports, art, scouts, drama
3. Academic Remediation
 
 
 
Based on the grant expectations and the standard
of high-quality programming, this program will
fall under the second type (multipurpose). 
 
As a multipurpose program students will have
access to:
1. Highly engaged "clubs" - including but not
limited to sports, arts, STEM, health and wellness
2. Snack/meal
3. Homework/tutoring/academic enrichment
4. Physical activity
 
Additionally, the framework will encompass
program scheduling and program components.

2

Options

Recommendation



S C H E D U L I N G

Tips and tricks for creating what this program
looks like day-to-day as well as examples from
similar programs.

1 2

"A Y Afterschool program helps youth achieve,
build relationships, and feel a sense of belonging
through thoughtful planning and intentional
scheduling of activities." - The Y Afterschool
Programming Tool
 
It is suggested that the program runs along with
the school calendar. Therefore, there will be
multiple sessions offered each school year. This
will allow the program to stay exciting, more
opportunity for enrollment, and for students to try
new things. Most commonly, schedules are 9-12
weeks long. Programs typically last between 3pm-
7pm.
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Choices, choices, choices! Allowing scheduling to
be picked as opposed to assigned meets a need for
this age, increases retention, and allows more
opportunity to the students.
 
On the following pages, you will see sample
schedules from other evidence-based programs.
These examples show how programming can
provide diverse options throughout each session.
Note the differences and similarities including
timeframes and other program dynamics.
 
 

Give Choices

3



S A M P L E  S C H E D U L E S

"Our daily schedule includes three components: Snack/Supper and Recess, Tribe
Time (Community Building & Homework Assistance), and Project-Based Clubs. At
the start of the After School Learning Program, participants arrive at the Cafeteria
for Sign-In and Snack. A warm supper is provided by Student Nutrition Services at
no cost. Daily Announcements begin at 3:50p and at 4:00p, students head over to
their Tribe classes. During the first hour of ASLP, students will engage in
community building activities and get started on their homework. At 5:00-6:00p,
participants will go to Project Club of their choosing. The Project Clubs run in 12-
week sessions for 3 rotation cycles, where we will host a Beacon Fest Celebration!
We will end each day with a Community Time, where youths can participate in
drop-in activities in the Computer Lab, Cafeteria, and Yard."

1 3
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Let's highlight the celebration they have in this program. Based on research and
community input, it is recommended that this is incorporated into this program in
some way, shape, or form. A MS teacher at Elm City suggested this idea at a
meeting as a way to meet needs for this age group and to showcase hard work for
all the community to see. It will give students a goal to strive toward as well as
make some noise for recruitment and retention.

4



S A M P L E  # 2

S A M P L E  # 3
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Although this style does an excellent job covering various activities, it may not
meet the needs entirely for middle school age, unless this is an individualized
schedule selected by and for one youth (like IRL). This format would take a bit
more planning as well, however, there are still many great things to notice!

3
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S A M P L E  # 41 5
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This schedule represents a daily view of IRL Afterschool-Network in Asheville,
North Carolina. Remember: each day at IRL looks different for every student.
Here, attendance is flexible meaning students are allowed to enroll for just one
day or all five days. Also, each day, different programs are offered and students
are able to select the programs in which they would like to participate. 
For example: a student could have "Celebrity Chef" on Mon, "Bomb Squad" Tues,
no IRL Wed (maybe s/he has a different activity such as a sport or music
lesson), "Pottery" on Thurs, and "Grade Boosters" on Fri.  

IRL Programs are cancelled on days there is
no school. These include early dismissal,
teacher workdays, holidays, etc. If Asheville
City Schools are closed due to inclement
weather, IRL programs are cancelled.
 
On the right is an overview of what the year
looks like.  
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The following chart coincides with Sample 3 on
page 14. This describes the breakdown of the
components in their scheduling style.

1 6
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Whether you choose to schedule in this fashion
or not, keep in mind incorporating these
components "intentionally foster(s) holistic youth
development." 3



C O M P O N E N T S

A DEEPER DIVE INTO PROGRAMMING
COMPONENTS

"The conventional wisdom is that by the time
children reach middle school age they are old
enough to take care of themselves and adult
supervision is not critical […] however, if left to their
own devises, these young adolescents might not
make the best use of the free time they have after
school." - Afterschool Alliance

This section will reflect on analysis of community
input as well as evidence-based standards to
further examine what opportunities could be
offered through this program.
 
More specifically, we will be looking at:
 
 
 
 
 
During each topic, there will be a brief list of
ideas on how to incorporate these components as
well as a few potential community partners (but
certainly not everyone!) In addition, the local
data piece will also be tied in to keep in mind the
priority of these components that this community
selected. 
 
Let's get creative! This is the most fun and
exciting part of afterschool - the sky is the limit
and the opportunities are endless. Think outside
the box. Instead of simply an "art" class, what
could be more engaging and specific for MS
students??

1 7

Health & Wellness
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math
(STEM)
Arts & Humanities
Career Exploration
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H E A L T H  &  W E L L N E S S

"Afterschool programs provide a place for middle
school youth to stay physically active while also
learning to make positive nutritional and lifestyle
change. […] too many of our young people are
adopting sedentary lifestyles and bad eating
habits which will haunt them for the rest of their
lives."
 
Gained independence in this age group can result
in making ill-advised food choices. Additionally,
many youth this age "phase out" of sports for
various reasons causing a reduction in physical
activity. In the survey, students ranked
"opportunity to play sports" #3 when asked what
would excite them to attend. This is definitely an
area here where the interest is greater than the
opportunity - this ASP can be the change!
 
Wilson County has identified obesity as a serious
health concern which has lifelong ramifications.
Use of technology as an obesity intervention for
young teens has been proven to be effective. This
will be important to consider in the development
of the afterschool space.  
 
Through OST engagement, students may also
benefit in a reduction of peer pressure related to
smoking, drinking, etc.  

P A R T N E R S :

Why is Health & Wellness important?

1 8
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P R O G R A M  I D E A S :
Cooking / Baking
Sports
Yoga / Meditation
Gardening

1

Wilson Parks & Rec
Barton College / WCC
Farmers

Restaurants
Spas



S T E M

In order for students to stay competitive in future
endeavors, we must prepare them for the
information economy that is the 21st Century.
More often, jobs are asking for beyond a college
education but also some expertise in science,
technology, engineering, and math. Afterschool is
the perfect platform to grow these experience
and spark interest in such areas. 
 
"Combining STEM and afterschool programming
offers middle school students a fun, challenging,
hands-on introduction to skills they will need in
high school, college, and the workplace."
 
In the afterschool survey, 66% of students noted
that they need help in these subject areas,
especially math ranked #1 by parents & students.
STEM provides meaningful application which will
allow real-world connections in these subjects.

P A R T N E R S :

Why is Science, Technology, Engineering, & Math
important?

1 9
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Imagination Station
Restoration Center
Wilson Community College
Farmers / Agricultural Center

P R O G R A M  I D E A S :

Coding
Crime Investigation
Robotics
Drafting / Construction

1

Merck
Barton College
Botanical Gardens

 



A R T S  &  H U M A N I T I E S

Studies show that many Americans are unable to
incorporate arts and humanities into their daily
lives due to obstacles such as money, time, and
accessibility. "They are good for the society and
satisfying to the individual. They bring people
together and help to improve the quality and
appreciation of life."
 
Many arts and humanities are being cut from
schools due to financial costs. Afterschool can be
the introduction to such creative activities by
providing these opportunities.
 
Painting is a huge interest for students in Wilson
according to our survey. Students may enjoy
creating pottery and painting their pieces. In
order to have a thriving pottery painting
program, students will need access to space and
a kiln. Kilns are expensive and require proper
ventilation, electricity, permitting, etc. This
should be a consideration for building design. 

P A R T N E R S :

Why is Arts & Humanities important?
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Wilson Arts Council
Restoration Center
Local artists
Theater groups
Local musicians

P R O G R A M  I D E A S :

16

Sewing
Music / theater
Film making
Painting, pottery, drawing



C A R E E R  E X P L O R A T I O N

Students ranked career exploration #5 in
importance for what would excite youth to attend
in Wilson.
 
"During afterschool hours, there is time for
apprenticeships, guest speakers, college
mentoring, and project-based activities that are
not always available during a school day focused
on the core curriculum."
 
In our survey, when asked what the most
significant challenges for students are, "ability to
go to college" was the number one challenge
selected by the students. By providing career
exploration, afterschool can empower youth to
obtain their dream goals and college pathways.

Why is Career Exploration important?

2 1
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P A R T N E R S :
Library
Barton College / Wilson Community College
Healthcare Providers (Hospital, Vidant,
Carolina Family Health Center, Dentists, Vets,
etc.)
Police / EMS / Fire
Farmers
Art Council
OIC

P R O G R A M  I D E A S :
Guest speakers
Field trips
Mentorships

 

1



R E C R U I T M E N T  T I P S

2 2

Critical first steps include assisting youth and families to understand the
benefits of consistent, meaningful participation. The buy in will follow
once they are convinced that participation will lead to a "brighter future."
 
"School administration can increase and sustain participation in afterschool
programs by helping the program staff develop relationships with school-
day teachers & parents. Relationships with principals are especially
important! An afterschool staff member needs to establish a real presence
in the building."
 
"Employing a few school-day teachers to provide continuity" not only
statistically works in the recruitment process but also is requested by
community participants in the survey - 65% of our students said they would
prefer a teacher to assist with homework and tutoring.
 
Allow participants to display the skills learned in the program at some sort
of exhibition, school performance, or other outlets. This was something
that came up multiple times - Refer to: page 9.
 
The youth already participating in the program are typically the most
effective recruiters. Taking on a leadership role to do recruitment would
allow youth to build leadership skills. Another tool would also be doing
"buddy nights" or other promotions to encourage non-members to attend.
 
Space helps participation and retention - the smaller/more limited the
space, the more likely boredom will occur. Place is so important! The more
welcoming & psychologically encouraging the space, the better.
 
Ensure the program does not feel like more school and think flexibility (ie.
attendance, rolling admission, etc.)
 
High retention programs use on average more than 7 different ways to
reach parents...so get creative! Know the community and what will reach
them best. (Think of IRL: one-pager apps at school, cut offs for online
registration and slots for paper enrollment, etc.) 
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M O T I V A T I N G  M S  Y O U T H

You must find activities that appeal to these
students while acknowledging their new &
unique developmental needs.
 
"At a time in their lives when youth are learning
about themselves as much as about any subject
in school, personal connections can help attract
& retain students to afterschool."
 
This is a bit repetitive but important: having
friends in the program presents a potentially
strong influence on a student's initial decision to
join - this is evident both in research and our
community survey. Furthermore, this is another
reason to empower our youth through leadership
opportunities to spread their own voices about
the program. In order to effectively motivate
youth to attend, we must also listen to what they
want/need (reinforcing the importance of
evaluation here!)
 
Remember: "The message of many providers in
OST programs for older youth was that
commitment can't be measured by hours attended
but by what happens when youth are there:
Quality often matters more than quantity."
Sometimes, it is said that people "vote with their
feet" however, think of it this way; it is not
always how many footprints are made but rather
where the footprints lead.

2 3
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K E E P I N G  Y O U T H  E N G A G E D

Features that distinguish high-retention:
- Program practices:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
- Structural features:
 
 
 
 
 
"The number of leadership opportunities, the
number of ways in which staff members stay
informed about youth, & the 3 structural features
explain 38% of the variance in retention."
 
Leadership development examples:
- Community service activities/volunteerism
- Youth councils or decision-making groups
 
Prioritizing socialization is a must - remember:
MS youth typically sign-up because that's what
all their friends are doing!
 
Incentives are another tip for engaging youth:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"Incentives offer a way of supplying youth in high-
poverty with some of their most basic needs which
can encourage sustained participation in itself."
 

2 4
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Offering leadership opportunities
Staff using multiple techniques to connect
with each student (get to know them & show
them you care)
Keep things fresh! We love having favorite
things to do but this age bores easy - offer
new and exciting activities whenever possible
to keep them coming back for more.

Being based in the community rather than in
school
Enrolling 100+ youth per year
Holding regular staff meetings to discuss
program-related issues.

School credit
Food
Gift cards
Movie tickets
Clothes/apparel
Field trips 

9



S T A F F  &  V O L U N T E E R S

Effective afterschool programming takes a
consistent village! In this portion of the guide we
will take a look at staff and volunteers; titles,
requirements, training, and more.

2 5

All Hands on Deck
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Program staff - Leadership and others who are
paid staff members
Providers - Volunteers (unpaid) who provide
programming, potentially teachers (paid)
Volunteers - anyone & everyone else involved,
extra hands to make program possible  

Who are we talking about?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Where are they located?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
"Recruiting and retaining strong, consistent staff
to work with children as well as experienced
program leaders is the only path to provide the
high-quality programs we advertise and to remain
competitive in the field." - Afterschool Staff
Recruitment and Retention Guide, YMCA 
 
 

Program staff should spend as much time as
possible IN the schools during school hours
Providers may be wherever they need to make
their program possible - could be at the Y,
could be around Wilson
Volunteers will be placed wherever they need
extra help - ie. at IRL they use college
students to help take attendance & get youth
to their programs, or if community member is
interested in assisting with a program of
interest, ie. at IRL an older gentleman assisted
in the coding class (not providing just there to
help) - keep in mind about a 1:15 ratio  

FT Director
FT Project Coordinators 
FT Logistics Coordinator
(who will also drive a bus)
PT Bus Drivers
Grant Writer 

The grant provides staff
(salaries/benefits) for: 

10
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This is a great guideline for staffing & program quality:
National School-Age Care Alliance Standards: 11



"Staff training has been identified as 1 of 6 core
implementation components necessary for helping
practitioners implement evidence-based &
innovative services effectively." - Child Trends

One of the single most important pieces of this
puzzle: the staff. This portion will be discussing
all things related to staff Training.

The goal of staff training, in the context of OST,
is to increase knowledge and skills to improve
outcomes. It is seen as professional development
and includes providing specialized information,
instruction, and/or skill development in an
organized way. 
 
It is important to increase the staff's ability to
implement new and innovative services. Without
additional training, staff and volunteers may lack
youth development knowledge or experience with
high-quality ASPs. 
 
Training can:

2 7

Training

Prepare staff to work with participants,
especially frontline staff members
Help frontline staff better understand their
role
Teach teachers who are also program staff the
transition from school day to the more
informal setting of ASP
Contribute to a positive culture - director's
adjust training to meet needs of staff,
increasing morale 
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Trauma
Resilience
Engagement
Relationship building
De-escalation
First aid
Group management

Training recommendations: 



Steps to consider to effectively implement training:
These are "best practices" and what the research suggests. As
always, keep in mind what will work best for your program!

2 8
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1. Present background information, theory, philosophy, and values
of the program and practices to staff
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Introduce and demonstrate important aspects of the practices or
skills
 
 
 
 
3. Providing staff with opportunities to practice new skills and
receive feedback in a safe training environment
 
 
 
 
 
4. Providing staff with ongoing support and follow-up training
 
 
 
 
5. Allowing sufficient time for training

Create buy-in
Explain "what" (description) & most importantly follow up with
"why" (underlying assumptions or theory to why practices or
skills are important to successful programming)
"When program theory is left out of staff training, staff
members report that they know more about program practices
but they do not report that they are committed to using new
practices in field"  

Can be in-person, videos, or other modules
The content is critical - make it relevant to needs of staff and
youth
Consider involving program participants in training

Evidence suggests that training containing interactive &
introspective components are most effective
Examples = role-playing or behavior rehearsal
Best advice is to develop & implement activities based on
program curricula AND engage in role-playing activities

This is invaluable to frontline staff as they learn to incorporate
skills into programming
Ensure it is relevant and interesting - take suggestions on what
staff are really needing

To be most effective, ASPs report timing delivery in the
following ways: Staff receive a formal, preservice training
BEFORE interacting with youth; 
Staff are offered/required midyear or in-service training; 
Staff are provided ongoing technical assistance year-round; 
Staff are given opportunities to attend training sessions they
feel contribute to their professional development

12



S O C I A L  E M O T I O N A L  L E A R N I N G

Social-Emotional Learning (SEL) is defined by CASEL as “the process through
which youth develop the skills necessary to recognize and manage emotions,
build relationships, solve interpersonal problems, and make effective and
ethical decisions.” IRL Afterschool identified four areas of Social-Emotional
development: Emotion Management, Teamwork and Social Awareness, Empathy,
and Decision Making. SEL will be important to include in the program because
research shows afterschool is the best time to develop these skills.
 
At IRL they designed the program to increase SEL because they believe people
learn by doing. They value hands-on activities with real-life applications, risk-
taking, challenge, collaboration, and problem-solving because they promote
reflection and engage students in an experiential learning cycle. Faced with an
authentic challenge, students reflect and are more open to testing new SEL
skills.
CASEL established effective SEL programs are S.A.F.E (Sequenced, Active,
Focused, Explicit).
 
Sequenced: Over the 10-weeks experiences should build on the lessons learned. 
Active: 80/20 rule. 80% hands-on, student-led. 20% instructive/reflective,
provider-led. 
Focused: Experiences designed around one SEL skill. 
Explicit: Routinely naming skill and strategies increases self-awareness.
 
Harvard Professor Stephanie Jones describes short and targeted SEL strategies
students can use as “Kernels." At IRL, the focus is always on FUN and hands-on
experiences. “Kernels” are easily integrated and will not take away from the
experience you’ve planned. The more kernel strategies a student knows the
more likely they will be to increase their SEL skills.
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What is SEL?   

Teaching Methods to deliver kernel strategies:   
Group Discussions/Debriefs
Small Group Discussions/Debriefs
Reflection Activities
1:1 Coaching or Reflections
Personal Stories or Modeling SEL Skill
Imagined Scenarios or Simulations  

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.



Within the four areas of Social-Emotional Learning there are a variety of kernel
strategies that can come from different teaching methods. Emotion management
describes a person’s ability to remain aware and self-regulate their emotions.
Examples of kernels that can be used for emotion management are: checking in
with emotions, predicting emotional responses and focusing on breathing.
 
Teamwork is the outcome of individual commitments and actions to sustain a
collaborative effort to achieve a common goal or complete a task. Active team
members have Social Awareness. In other words the ability to understand and
respond to the needs of others, especially those who may be different or think
differently. Some kernels that could be used for teamwork are: building strong
relationships, understanding your own reactions, and fostering a sense of team
pride. 
 
Empathy is the intention of understanding someone's feelings, thoughts,
experiences and the ability to take their perspective. Kernels that could be used
for empathy include: finding the right words, tone and posture, recognizing
emotions and mindful listening. 
 
Decision Making is the process of making a choice. Ethics, social norms,
situational awareness, background knowledge, evaluation of consequences and
one's long-term vision inform thoughtful decisions and determine one's behavior
or actions. Examples of kernels to use are: asking questions to increase
understanding and clarity, finding motivation and remembering goals and
purpose. These are only a few examples of small, targeted kernel strategies that
can be integrated into a lesson plan to increase SEL.
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Small targeted startegies:   



S N A C K

There are two types of afterschool snacks: Hot
and Cold. Think of these like school lunch; Hot
being more dinner style and a prepared meal,
whereas cold will be more of a traditional snack,
light and not much preparation time. Like
everything else, there are pros and cons to both
options. Largely this choice will depend on the
opportunity of the hub (meaning will the hub
have a full kitchen and staff to prepare a hot
meal) and budget.  
 
Important stats to keep in mind in this decision:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For too many youth, this could be the last thing
they eat for the day. No matter which option you
choose, afterschool meals are an effective way to
reduce hunger and promote a healthy lifestyle so
always keep nutritional value in mind. 
 
As for expenses, likely hot (supper) snack will
have a bigger bill. However, there are federal
reimbursement programs as well as grant
opportunities that could cover the bill. The VISTA
Google Drive, number fifteen in the references,
includes pages of helpful resources for a director
or grant writer to get on the right track! Follow
the link for access.
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According to the "Feeding America Map the
Meal Gap 2016" 26.8% or about 5,170 youth
under 18 are food insecure in Wilson County.
72% or 8,621 youth receive free/reduced lunch
(in the entire school system, not specific to
middle school).

The school bell rings & most youth are ready to
chow. Snack is an important conversation that is
encouraged to think big picture!   
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C O L L E C T I N G  D A T A
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The importance of program evaluation cannot be stressed
enough. How you do it and what you collect take time and
money, however, this process is essential to a successful
high-quality program.
 
Options for collecting data may include some or all of the
following:
 
 
 
 
Data can be used for:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Researchers & Program Directors suggest collecting:
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Important lessons: Keep it simple! Data is confusing enough
- make sure frontline staff who are collecting truly
understand what/how. Also, "If you want to link afterschool
attendance to educational outcomes, you’ll probably need
to establish a data partnership with the school district.
Agreements on what data will be provided, how, and with
whom, pave the way for data sharing."  

Pen & paper
Web-based data systems
Swipe cards 

Fulfill accountability requirements (ie. grant agreement)
Monitor quality & effectiveness
Evaluate student outcomes
Support program-level planning & management decisions
(staffing, snacks, space, etc.)
Support student rewards, incentives, stipends
Gauge demand for program providers
Facilitate staff reflection, training, & education
Advocate for funding or other use of specific strategies

Total # enrolled in session and total head count per day,
week, month
Student name (or student ID), age, and grade
Student's first & last date of enrollment
Demographic information

Although necessary, this list is very basic. Take a deeper
look at the program and record and assess as much as
possible!
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P O L I C I E S  &  P R O C E D U R E S

There are so many examples on the internet of
what these policies and procedures could look
like. To assist in this process, included is a short
list below of topics to be covered. Having a very
detailed version of the policies and procedures as
well as a snippet version for parents or guardians
is suggested. Often, in other programs, there is a
"Parent Handbook" with much of this information.  
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School cancellation days/days off
Attendance
Safety/Emergencies (injuries, fires, etc.)
Pick-up and drop-off (who and time frame)
Holidays
Registration, tuition, assistance
Withdrawal policy
Staff qualifications/requirements
Staff code of conduct
Hours of operations
Parent/staff communication
Medication
Confidentiality/Reporting requirements
Personal belongings
Transportation
Complaints
Behavior management
Provider agreement/guidelines
Evaluation/assessment
Timeline of due dates for programming
(confirmation, training, etc.) 

Rules and plans...we gotta have 'em! Policies and
procedures are the backbone of any program. To
ensure a smooth sailing ASP, we must create
guidelines and processes to abide by for safety,
wellbeing, and functionality purposes.    
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